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Abstract: A statistical manifold (M, g, V) is a Riemannian manifold (M, g) equipped with torsion- 

free affine connections V, V’ which are dual with respect to g. A point p E M is said to 

be V-isotropic if the sectional curvatures have the same value k(p), and (M, g, V) is said to be 

V-isotropic when M consists entirely of V-isotropic points. 

When the difference tensor cr of V and the Levi-Civita connection Vs of g is “apolar” with 

respect to g, Kurose has shown that (Y 3 0, and hence V = V’ = Vs, provided that k(p) = 
k(constant). His proof relies on the existence of affine immersion which may no longer hold when 

k(p) is not constant. One objective of this paper is to show that the above Kurose’s result still 

remains valid when (M, g, V) is assumed only to be V-isotropic. We also discuss the case where 

(M, g) is complete Riemannian. 

h’eywords: Statistical manifolds, dual connections, conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds. 

MS classification: 53C25, 53A15; 62BlO. 

1. Introduction 

A statistical manifold is, in short, simply a Riemannian manifold (M,g) with one 

additional structure given by a torsion-free affine connection V and its “dual” con- 

nection V*, which is also assumed to be torsion-free; we say V and V* are mutually 

dual whenever ctg(X,Y) = g(VX,Y) + g(X,V*Y) holds for all vector fields X,Y on 

M. Thus the geometry of statistical manifold simply reduces to usual Riemannian ge- 

ometry when V coincides with V*. The notion of dual connection, which is also called 

conjugate connection in affine geometry, was first introduced into statistics by Amari 

[l] in his treatment of statistical inference problems and was proven to be quite useful 
when one deals with certain types of family of probability densities [l]. A statistical 

manifold is said to be conjugate symmetric [7] whenever the curvature 2-form of V is 
skew-symmetric with respect to orthonormal frames of (M,g). Even though Lauritzen 

[7] has shown the existence of a non-conjugate symmetric statistical manifold, the ones 
which appear often in practice seem mostly to be conjugate symmetric, and from this 
point of view, geometric characterization of conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds 
may have some statistical significance. In this paper we deal almost exclusively with 
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V-isotropic statistical manifolds, which evidently are included in the set of conjugate 
symmetric statistical manifolds, and ask under what condition(s) V reduces to the 

Levi-Civita connection Vu of g. 

Meanwhile, Kurose [6] has noticed that there is a close relationship between the 

geometry of statistical manifold and affine geometry, and has rephrased the work by 
Calabi [3] and Shima [8] in the language of statistical manifold; this work partly con- 
cerns the conditions under which V reduces to the Levi-Civita connection of (M,g). 

Section 2 introduces some definitions and notations, and describes the role of dif- 
ference tensor cy, of V and the Levi-Civita connection in our treatment of statistical 
manifolds. We also discuss what happens when V is required to be left-invariant on 

some Lie group or required to be almost complex on some Kahler manifold. 
In Section 3 we attempt to generalize Kurose’s results concerning compact orientable 

statistical manifolds [6], using Calabi’s trick [3] which Shima has mentioned in [8]. We 
also make use of the decomposition theorem for algebraic curvature tensors, which 

turns out to be applicable to the curvature tensor of V. 

Section 4 deals with complete statistical manifolds and derives results similar to the 
compact case discussed in Section 3. Our proofs in this section rely on a lemma of 
Cheng-Yau [4]. 

Section 5 starts out with defining “special” statistical manifold; a statistical man- 

ifold is said to be special when o = Sym(ll, @ g) for some l-form r,!~. The above form 
for (Y enables us to analyze the behavior of geodesics of V, and establishes some con- 
ditions under which V becomes geodesically complete, provided (M,g) is complete 
Riemannian. We also construct some examples of special conjugate symmetric statis- 
tical manifolds whose V is geodesically complete. We also remark that the situation 

above is once again related to Riemannian geometry via conformal Killing fields, as 

shown in this section. 
Finally, I would like to thank my colleague Prof. H. Nagayama for helpful discus- 

sions, and my wife Mary for her cooperation during the course of my completing this 

manuscript . 

2 Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper we assume that our manifold A4 is real n-dimensional and 

connected. Given a C” vector bundle E + M, we define the following objects:’ 

@‘(E)(U) = COOE-valued p-forms over U, 

in particular, 

S-l’(E)(U) = C” sections of E over U, 

and 
W(E) = W(E)(M), 

C”“(U) = C” functions on U, 
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where U is an open subset of M. 

A connection V on a C” vector bundle E + M is a map V : IRO(E) + nl( E), 

satisfying Leibnitz’ rule V(fs) = a!!@s+fV s f or all sections s E fk’(E)(U), f E C”“(U). 
When E = TM (the tangent bundle of M), V : InO + R1(TM) is called an 
afine connection on TM. We denote ilo = C” vector fields on M by XM, and 

a Riemannian manifold with C” Riemannian metric g by (M,g). 

An affine connection V* is called a dual connection of V if 

dg(X,Y) = 9(VX, y> t 9(X, v*v 
holds for all X,Y E XM, and as we shall see later, the last identity and V uniquely 

determines V*, so we speak of the dual connection V* of V. 

A triple (M,g,V) is called a statistical manifold whenever both V and V* are torsion- 
free. 

Let e = (e;) be an orthonormal frame on U and 0 = (f?;) be the coframe dual to e. In 

what follows, wu = (~0:) denotes the connection l-form with respect to e of the Levi- 

Civita connection Vu, and w = (wj), w* = (w*i) denote the connection l-forms with 
respect to e of V, V*, respectively. We now define the diflerence tensor of V and Vu to 

be cr = V - Vu E al(EndTM), w h ere EndTM denotes the bundle of endmorphisms 
of TM. 

Here and for the rest of this paper, t indicates the usual transpose of matrices. By 
the definition of V*, we have 

w* + tW = 0, 

and hence 

which particularly implies that V uniquely determines V*, as mentioned earlier. 

We write oij = (r(@ @ ej) where (19~ @ ej} is a local frame for EndTM over U, and 
simply write o for the matrix (oij). Substituting 

w=wu+o! 

into the above expression for w*, and using the fact that 

wo t two = 0, 

we obtain 

w* = wo - tcY. (24 
Let 0 and 0’ be the torsion 2-forms of V and V’, respectively, and consider the 

first structure equations for V, V* as follows: 

(2.2) 
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since d0 + wg A 19 = 0. Similarly, 

O* = dt’ + w* A 0 = de + (w. - b) A 0 

= (d6’+wor\6’)-tcYA\= -‘aAt). 
(2.3) 

Thus the condition 0 = O* = 0 is equivalent to requiring that a! A 8= ta A B = 0. Note 
that if we write ~‘jk = (~(0~ 8 ej)(ek), then o A 8 = 0 if and only if “ijk = ~‘kj. These 
establish the following proposition: 

Proposition 2.1. An afine connection V and its dual connection V* are both torsioni 
freeifandonlyifaA8=0,a=ta. 

PrOOf. Since ayijk = dj; = Clk;j = Crj;k,(Y ztCY. 0 

Let 520, 0 be the curvature 2-forms of Vn, V, respectively. Then the second structure 
equations are as follows: 

fio=duo+woAwo. (2.4) 

3-l =dw+wAw =d(wo+cr)+(wo+a)/\(wo+~) 

=dwo+woAwo+aAa+do+woAo+oAwu (2.5) 

=~o+oAcr+dcr+woAa+aAwe 

by substituting (2.4). 
The Levi-Civita connection Vu induces a covariant differential 

D : Inr(End TM) * n2(EndTM) 

by DP = dP t wu A p + p A w. for all p E al(EndTM). 
Now we obtain from (2.5) that 

R=&+CYACX+DCX. (24 

Note that, in terms of e = (er,. . . , em), we have a decomposition 

0 = A(R) t S(R), (2.7) 

where A(0) = i(R-%), S(Q) = $(QttR), and since the decomposition is independent 
of alI choices of an orthonormal frame, it is invariant and also orthogonal. We have 
Qu + tS2u = 0 and also 

Furthermore, we compute 

tDo= t(da+wor\a:+ aAwo) = dtcy-toAtwo-twoAto 

=do+woA\++Awo=Do. 

Combining these facts we deduce 

A($I)=R+oAo, S(R)=Do. P-8) 
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A statistical manifold (M,g,V) is said to be V-flat whenever V is a flat affine 
connection. Let !I* be the curvature 2-form of V*. Then, since o* = -TV, we compute 

and obtain R* = -tlC2. Thus, if V is flat, so is V*. Amari [l] has shown that a V-flat sta- 
tistical manifold (M, g, 0) admits a pair of systems of local coordinates z = (x1,. . . , zn), 

!I= (?A...,!P ) on U, which are dual to each other in the following sense: there exists 
a pair of functions cp,4 E C”“(U), such that yi = &,o/dxi, xi = &$/Oy; hold in U. The 
existence of such local coordinates plays an important role in the theory of statistical 

inference, as described by Amari [l]. A n example of V-flat statistical manifold with 
non-flat Riemannian metric was first constructed on hyperbolic 2-space H2 by Atkin- 

son, Mitchell [2], Skovgaard [9], and Amari [l].in some detail. Their example can easily 
be generalized to hyperbolic n-space H”, as follows: 

Example. Let . . . ,zn) the standard coordinates on define 

{(d ,...,Zn)ERn:zn>O}. 

give H” hyperbolic metric 

ds2 = k(dx”)2/(q2, 
i=O 

and define an orthonormal coframe on (H”,ds2) by setting 

t9j = dxi/xn, i = l...n. 

The connection l-form of the Levi-Civita connection Vu is given with respect to 8 = 

(Or, . . . . ,P) by: 

and using the structure equation 

de = -w. A e, 

we compute 

a0 = dwo+ wo~wo = (-e%@). 
Now we define 

o=(i ;; ;r ;I-;). 
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Then it is an easy exercise to verify that 

ar\e=o, Q = tcr, 

A(f-i)=Ro+a~cr=O, 

and 

S(R) = Da = 0. 

Hence from (2.7), we conclude R = 0 identically on H”, and the affine connection 

V determined by w = wo + cx turns (H”,ds2) into a desired statistical manifold. 

Remark on Kahler manifolds. Let (M,g) b e a complex n-dimensional Kahler mani- 

fold with its complex structure J and canonical Kahler connection Vo. Suppose that 

(M,g, 0) is a statistical manifold. We shall show V coincides with Vo, if one imposes 

on V an additional condition that V is almost complex with respect to J, i.e. VJ = 0. 

We can find an orthonormal frame (er,. . . ,e,, Jel,. . . , Je,) on U, which may be 

regarded as a unitary frame on U, in the complexified tangent bundle TMc. As is well- 

known, (see for example [S]), the complex linear extension of J gives the decomposition 

TM” = T’M + T”M, where T’M, T”M consists of so-called type (1,0) vectors, type 

(0,l) vectors, respectively. If we define E; = (e; - &iJe;)/fi, Q = (e; + aJee;)/&, 

then ci, i = l,... , n, span T’M and Ei, i = 1,. . . , n, span T”M. 

Now, since both V. and V are almost complex, (Y = w - wu commutes with J and 

takes values in the real representation of gZ(n,C) c g1(2n,R), where gZ(n,C) is the 

n-dimensional complex general linear algebra and gZ(2n,R) the 2n-dimensional real 

general linear algebra. Writing C!‘(g)(U) for th e set of g-valued l-forms over U, it 

follows that cr can be represented, with respect to the frame (cl,. . . , E~,?I,. . . ,En), as 

where A, B E fil(gZ(n, R))(U). 

Extending a complex linearly to TMc and taking (~1,. . . , cn,cr,. . . , &) as a unitary 

frame, we can represent a as 

A+J--TB 0 
CY.= 

0 A-&iB > 
E flYgZ(n, C) @ gZ(n, Q>(U) : (2.10) 

d(n, C) @ dh @> c d(% 0 and since cr = t~ in (2.9) implies A = tA, B = 0, a in 

(2.10) will simply be of the form 

(Y= : A = tA E R’(gZ(n,R))(U). (2.11) 

Let Bi, 8” be the forms dual to ci, Ei, respectively. Note that Q also must satisfy the 

condition 

e 
aA 0 e = 0, (2.12) 
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where we write 0 = (@), 4 = (or). 

From (2.11) and (2.12) we obtain the following equation: 

o=cq=(; ;)*(;)=(;;;), 
Or 

Ar\0=0, (2.13) 

A/10=0. (2.14) 

Writing Ai = Ai,tlk + A&# and expressing (2.13-14) componentwise, we deduce 

that A is simultaneously of type (1,0) and of type (0, l), and hence A vanishes identi- 

cally, from which we conclude that V coincides with Vn. 

Next we discuss what Lauritzen called conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds 

[7]. A statistical manifold (M,g, V) is said to be conjugate symmetric whenever the 

curvature 2-form of V satisfies R = A(a). F rom (2.7-8) the last condition is clearly 

equivalent to S(0) = Dcx = 0. 

Remark on Lie groups. Let G be a Lie group equipped with bi-invariant metric (. , .), 

and let V be a left invariant affine connection on TG. Suppose (G, (. , .), V) is a conjugate 
symmetric statistical manifold. We shall now show that, for some Lie groups, V being 

left invariant is a strong enough condition for concluding that V actually coincides with 

the Levi-Civita connection Vu. 

For left invariant vector fields X,Y, and 2, we have VexY = i[X, Y], and since 

Da = 0, we obtain 

LX, o(Y, Z)l - [Y, o(X, Z)l 

- o(Y, IX, 4) t 4x, K -4) - 24[X,Yl, 4 = 0, 
and about the curvature 2-form of V, we have 

(2.15) 

52 = al) + a A Q = -$[[X,Y], Z] t cY(X,a(Y,Z)) - cr(Y,a(X,Z)), (2.16) 

following from the fact R = A(Q). L t e us choose an orthonormal basis for the lie 

algebra of left invariant vector fields on G. Let (Gijk) d enote the structure constants 
of G, with respect to the basis chosen above. Then we have the following identities for 

Cijk: 
C”jk = -C”kj = C3ki, 

since ([X,Y], 2) = (X, [Y, Z]), and 

which is just the usual Jacobi identity. We next express (2.15) and (2.16) in terms of 
(Gijk) as follows: 

(2.17) 
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where krnkij are the components of R. 
As an example we consider G = SO(3) together with the negative of the Killing- 

Cartan form of it. Then Cijk = 1 (-1) w h enever (i,j, Ic) is an even (odd) permutation 

of (1,2,3), and Cijk = 0 otherwise. Thus from (2.17) we conclude that “ijrc = 0; for 
example, substituting i = 1, j = 2, m = 1, and k = 2 into (2.17), we obtain ~~2s = 0. 

Here and for the rest of this paper, we adopt the following notations: z = (x’, . . . , z”) 

for a system of local coordinates on U, d/&r = (a/&r’, . . . , a/ih”) for a natural 
frame on U, {dzi 8 a/&) f or a local frame for EndTM over U; rijrc E we(dzi 8 

i3/&Xj)(i3/&k), lTijk E bJ(dsi @3 a/thj)(a/iW), aijk f  CY_(dXi @I ~/~~j>(a/a3+), rijk E 

gilF’jk, rijk E gilr’jk, %jk E gj[cY’jk, where (gij) are the components of g with re- 

spect to d/&r. For /3 E Str(EndTM), th e components of D,O take the form (DP)ijkl = 

Pijk,l - @jl,k, where the index of the Levi-Civita covariant differentiation is written to 
the right, following the comma. 

Remark. From Proposition 2.1 it follows that given an affine connection V on (M,g), 

(M, g, 0) becomes a statistical manifold if and only if the components of the difference 
tensor crijk are symmetric in all pairs of indices. 

We now define TrV q Tro, where Tr (Y is taken in the endomorphism part, and 
remark that this Tro indeed is a well-defined l-form on M, whose components in 
terIIH of lOCal coordinates are giVen as (Tra)k = ajjl; = #ja;jk, where (gij) is the 

inverse of the matrix (gij) of the metric g. 
It is interesting to note that for certain classes of statistical manifolds, a condition 

Tr V - 0 is sufficient for V to be reduced to the Levi-Civita connection Vu. An example 

of such classes of statistical manifolds is provided by a theorem of Calabi [3], which is 
restated in the paper by Shima [8] in conjunction with locally Hessian structure. The 

theorem mentioned above can be restated in the language of statistical manifold as 
follows: 

Theorem 2.2 (Calabi [3]). Let (M,g,V) 6 e a statistical manifold such that A4 is 

an open domain in the n-dimensional real afine space and V the natural flat afine 
connection. If (M, g) is complete Riemannian and if Tr V f 0 on M, then V and Vu 

coincide (and of course g is j&m?). 

3. Compact conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds 

For the rest of this paper we adopt the following notations: p = V Tr V, Tr /3 = g”j&, 

1). 11 for the Riemannian length of what is inside, Rijk/ for the components of 00, @jk[ 

for the components of R. Moreover, we shall follow the usual convention of raising or 
lowering indices of tensors and also the usual convention of contracting tensors. We 
shall write, as for the Riemannian curvature tensor, Rijkl = gimRmjkl, Rjl = gikki;jk[, 

and & = gij&ij. 
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We now attempt to find some conditions on a compact conjugate symmetric statisti- 

cal manifold (M, g, 0) under which the affine connection V reduces to the Levi-Civita 

connection Vo. Since a V -flat statistical manifold is clearly conjugate symmetric, the 

following theorem of Shima is interesting from the above point of view and can be 

rephrased to read as: 

Theorem 3.1 (Shima [S]). Let (M,g,V) b e a compact orientable V-fiat statistical 

manifold. Then: 

(1) LTrB = /MllTrO12 b 

(2) If j,Trp = 0, th en V coincides with Vu. 

Remark. By definition Tr V = Tro E al(M). Shima has noticed that VTrcr = 

Vo Tr o - o Tr CY, from which Tr(V Tra) = Tr(Vo Tro) - I] Troll2 follows. We now 

integrate the last expression over h4 to establish (1). He has also noticed that a trick 

devised by Calabi [3] works for proving (2). 

V is said to have constant curvature k [6] w h enever the curvature tensor satisfies 

kijkl = ,(J_ 1) bikgjl - 9ilLljkL 

or equivalently 

fif = k dir\@, 

where 0 = (0;) is an orthonormal coframe. It is clear that a statistical manifold with V 

having constant curvature is conjugate symmetric. 

Remark. Schur’s theorem (n 2 3) does not hold in general, since the covariant deriv- 

ative by V of the metric tensor may not vanish. 

We now state the following theorem due to Kurose, which slightly generalizes The- 
orem 3.1. 

Theorem 3.2 (Kurose [S]). Let (M,g,V) b e a compact orientable statistical manifold 

with V having constant curvature k. Then: 

(1) jMTrD = ~IITrVl12 2 0; 

(2) IfJ,‘W=O and if k > 0, then V coincides with Vo. 

Remark. P = V Tr V has the local expression ,8ij = oi,j - o”;jo’lk and since (M, g,V) 
is conjugate symmetric, we have by definition Do = aijk,[ - oij/,k = 0 and hence have 

%,j = aj,i, which indicates /3 is symmetric. We can now rephrase the conclusions of 
Theorem 3.2 to read: 
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(1) /3 cannot be negative definite. 

(2) if p is negative semi-definite and if k 2 0, then V coincides with Vu. 

The last two statements are identical to the conclusions of Corollary 2 in [6]. 
The following theorem shows that on 2-sphere S2 with its standard metric go, The- 

orem 3.2 has a further generalization. 

Theorem 3.3. Let (S2,gu,V) b e a conjugate symmetric statistical manifold. Then: 

(1) ~2Tr~=~211W220 
(2) 1.f .fsz Tr P = 0, th en V coincides with Vu. 

Proof. We only need to prove (2). Since (S2,ge,V) is conjugate symmetric we have 

Da=O, (34 

or 

+k,l = ‘+l,k* 

We may choose a system of local coordinates (5, y) on U c S2, identifying U with R2 

and expressing the metric ds2 = go as 

ds2 = 4(dx2 + dy2) 
(1+x2tY2)2' 

Since Q must satisfy 

= 0, Q = 52, and TrV=Tro=O, 

we have 

QI = 

Bdx + Ady Adz - Bdy 

Adz - Bdy -Bdx - Ady > 

for some A, B E Coo(R2). Then (3.1) is equivalent to 

8A aB 4 P-----_ 
ax ay 1 t x2 t y2 

(Ax - BY), 

dB dA 4 

dz+dy= 1t&.y2 
(Be Ay). 

(3.2) 

Introducing a complex coordinate z = x t &iy on R2, we define 

where “+” indicates the usual complex conjugation. Setting f(z, Z) = A + GB, we 

can now express (3.2) as: 

af 22 
Jy1+1212f =O, (3.3) 
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where 1. ( denotes the Euclidean norm on R2. Introducing another C” complex valued 

function g(z,%?) by requiring f = (1 + lz12)g, and substituting the last expression into 

(3.3), we obtain 

af 2Z 
- - -f = (1 + ,,,,)2g. 
82 l+lZlz 

Thus f satisfies (3.3) f i and only if g is holomorphic. Moreover, since ~~~~~~ = (1 + 

)z)~)~(A~ + B2) = (I + ,z,~)~,,,~ = (l+ )z)2)61912, regularity at z = co and Liouville’s 

theorem imply g E 0, and hence cy -_= 0. Cl 

For a general compact manifold other than S2, we still can slightly generalize The- 

orem 3.2 using Calabi’s trick, which was also used by Shima in proving Theorem 3.1. 

Theorem 3.4. Let (M,g, 0) b e a compact orientable statistical manifold with a&e 

connection V whose curvature tensor satisfies 

Then: 

(1) jMTrP = /MllTrVl12 2 0. 

(2) GJM TrP = 0, and if JIM &( R - &) > 0, then V coincides with Vu. Consequently, 

if n > 3, Shur’s theorem implies (M,g) is a space of constant curvature R/(n(n - 1)) 

with constant k > 0. 

Remark. Here k is not assumed to be constant. Moreover, as we shall see in the 

following proof, JM Tr/3 = 0 implies R - k = l)cxl12 2 0, and hence the condition 

S,iZ(R-k) 2 0 is weaker than & > 0. 

Proof. We only need to prove (2). Since (M,g,V) is conjugate symmetric, we have 
DCX = 0 or oijk,/ = oij/,k; observe that the last condition is equivalent to saying aijk,[ 

are symmetric in all pairs of indices. We also have 0 = Ru +(YACY, which can be written 

in terms of components as 

Rijkl - Rijk/ = aiirnajk, - Q;krnajlm. 

From (3.4) we obtain 

(3.4 

where we 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Rij - kij = cYi”‘CEjkl - a’aY;jk, 

simply write ok = oiik, and contracting (3.5) we get 

R_ & = oijk,.. _ oi,. 
tjk t 

= llaijkl12 - llail12* 
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Let A be the Laplace operator of g. We then have from (3.6): 

;A(R - k) = ;(a i&ijk),l’ - ;A]]~x;((~, 

and computing the first term on the right, we obtain 

We now compute 

aijk,..k ,I = aijkglma..kl 
$3 I t3 rm 

= (yi’kglm(yljk,im (Note that aijk,’ = aij’,k) 

=(Y ijk lm 
(aljk,mi -I QsjkRSlim + QlskRSjim f QljsRSkim) 9 

(3.9) 

=(Y ijk”j,k; + R;ja ‘lclajk’ t 2Rijk’cui1mdk,. 

Remark. The trick we have used above to get from the second step to the third step 
and then from the third step to the fourth step is due to Calabi [3] and is also used by 
Shima [8]. 

Substituting (3.9) into (3.8) we get 

3(o ijk,ijk),” = Ilaijk,‘l12 t “ijkQj,ki + R;jQik’Qjk’ t 2Rijk’ai’mCyjkm. (3.10) 

We then substitute (3.10) into (3.7) to establish 

‘A R - 2) = R;jCViklCXjk’ + 2R;jk’a 2 ( 
ilmajk 

m 

-I- Ila;jk,/l12 A- aijkaj,k; - $Allail12 

= (Rij - &j)a “‘ajk’ t 2(Rijk’ - kijk’)(Yilmagkm (3.11) 

+ &j&“‘ajk’ + 21iijk’(yilrnrrjkm 

A- lla;jk,1112 -I ayijkQj,k; - iAlla;112- 

Observe that from (3.4) we have 

and from (3.5) we have 

IIR;j - ~ijI12 = (Rii - ~;j)cYik’ajk’ - (Rij - ~~j)crk(Ykij. 

Combining (3.11) through (3.13) we obtain 

$A(& - k) = II&j - JiijI12 •I- ]IRijkl - &jk1112 + )laijk,ll12 

+ &jaik’dk’ + 2kijk[a’1ma3km 

+ (Rij - Rij)OZkakij + “ijk,j,ki - ~Alla;l12. 

(3.14) 
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We now observe that if sM Tr ,f3 = 0, then Tr V E 0 or Q; E 0, and substituting the 

last expression into (3.14) we establish 

;A@ - k) = II&j - &jl12 + IlRij~ - kj~ll~ + Ilqjk,rl12 

If 

then (3.15) becomes 

Since oi E 0, (3.6) reduces to R - R = lla;jk112, and substituting 
into (3.16), we obtain 

t n+1 @R-R). 
n(n - 1) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

the last expression 

(3.17) 

Integrating both sides of (3.17) over M, and remembering JIM k(R - k) 2 0, we 

deduce that Rijkr = ~ijk[, from which we obtain R = k and conclude that o vanishes 

identically on M. 0 

It is well-known that a Riemannian curvature tensor Rijk[, as an “algebraic curvature 
tensor,” decomposes orthogonally into the following three parts: Weyl part, trace-free 
Ricci part, and scalar curvature part. Observe that the only Riemannian properties 
needed for the decomposition are: (1) the endomorphism part of curvature a-forms is 
skew-symmetric with respect to orthonormal frames; (2) connections are torsion-free; 

(3) Bianchi’s 1st identity holds. For a conjugate symmetric statistical manifold we 
note that V and its curvature 2-form R have all the properties listed above, and hence 

the decomposition can be applied to kijkl and also to the difference (Rijkl - ~ijkl). 
Consequently, we have 

IIRijkr - &jkl(l’ = I 
+ .(,2 l)(R- &)2 for n > 4, 

(3.18) 

I 4llGij - Gijl12 + $(R - R)2 for 7~ = 3, 

(R - k)” for n = 2, 

where Wijk/, T?/;.jk/ correspond to the Weyl part, and Gij, Gij correspond to the trace- 
free Ricci part in the above decomposition. 
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We now suppose that TrV E 0 (so that a; E 0) and 

the last expression clearly implies l%‘ijbl = G;j = 0 at all points in M. 

Combining (3.17) and (3.18), we obtain 

I II&j - hjl12 t llwijk~l12 t &IIGijl12 

t ,(,2_ l)(R - &i)” t Ilaijk,ll12 

t 
;A(R - k) = 

n+1 @R-R) 
n(n - 1) 

forn>4, 

II&j - kjl12 t 411G;jl12 + $(R - R)2 t lla;jk,ll)2 
(3.19) 

t$k(R-R) forn=3, 

llR;j - R;jI12 t (R - R)2 t ((oijk,rl12 

t$k(R-k) forn=2. 

We observe that (3.19), together with obvious inequality llRij-RijI12 > (l/n)(R-R)2, 

(where equality holds when n = 2), establishes 

A(R-k) > 

211wijk~l12 t +&llGijl12 

t 2(n t 1) n(n_l)(R-@R fornZ4, 

8~~G~j~~2 + $(R - k)R for n = 3, 

3(R- k)R for n = 2. 

(3.20) 

As an application of what we have just derived we prove the following theorem which 

can be thought of as generalization of Theorem 3.3: 

Theorem 3.5. Let (M,g,V) b e a compact orientable statistical manifold with non- 

negative scalar curvature R and afine connection V whose curvature tensor satisfies 

Then: 

(1) J,TrP = /MIITrVl12 2 0. 

(2) If JMTrP = 0, th en Rijk/ e 0 and & = const < 0, unless V = Vu (and R = & = 

const for n 2 3). 

Proof. We shall prove (2) only for the case n 2 4, since the case n = 2,3 can be 

treated similarly. We have from (3.20) th e inequality A(R - R) 2 0 due to the fact 
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that R > 0. Observing that R - k = lla;jk1/2 2 0, we obtain by Bochner’s lemma that 

R - k = const 3 0. If R - k = llcv;ik()2 = 0, then V = VO, and by Schur’s theorem it 

follows that R = k = const 2 0. Observe that (3.20) becomes 

Thus if R - k = lla;jkl12 > 0, then we must have Wijk, = G;j = R = 0 at all points 

in M. But this implies R;jrcr = 0, hence R E 0, and therefore R = const < 0. 0 

4. Complete Riemannian conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds 

Let (M,g,V) b e a conjugate symmetric statistical manifold such that (M,g) is com- 

plete Riemannian. Here we shall prove the following theorem which is analogous to 
Theorem 3.5 for compact case: 

Theorem 4.1. Let (M,g,V) be a statistical mani,fold such that (M,g) is complete 
Riemannian. Suppose Tr V G 0, k 2 0, and 

Then V coincides with Vo. 

Proof. We have from (3.20) the following inequality which holds for all dimensions 

greater than one: 

A(R-R) 2 ;;nI:))(R-k)R. (4-l) 

Remembering k > 0 and R - fi = (((r;jk(12 2 0, we compute the term on the right of 
(4.1) as 

and combining this with (4.1), we establish 

(4.2) 

We now observe that from (3.5) the Ricci tensor R;j satisfies Rij - &j = “;k’crjkl 

since (Y; _ 0, and this implies that (R;j - &j) ’ p IS osl lve semi-definite, and hence Rij ‘t’ 

is bounded from below since &j = &;j/n, where B > 0 by assumption. Now we can 
apply [4, Corollary of Theorem 81, derived by Cheng and Yau, to the inequality (4.2) 
to conclude that R - k = llCV;jkI12 = 0 at all points in M and hence that V = VO. 0 
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Remark. Theorem 4.1 may be thought of as a generalization of Theorem 2.2 in the 

sense that M is no longer required to be an open domain in IWn and V is allowed to 

have non-zero curvature. 

We also remark that if R is bounded away from zero, then R;j will be strictly positive, 

and Bonnet’s theorem implies that M is in fact compact, since (M, g) is assumed to be 

complete Riemannian. 

We again make use of Corollary of Theorem 8 of Cheng and Yau [4] to establish the 

following theorem: 

Theorem 4.2. Let (M,g, 0) b e a statistica manifold such that (M,g) is complete 
Riemannian. Suppose Tr V E 0, R > E for some constant E > 0, infM R exists, and 

Iiijk, = .(,“- 1) (gi/c!Jjl - gilgjk)* 

Then V coincides with Vc. 

Proof. Choose a constant cr such that 0 < o < 1. Since R > E > 0, we have 

R - (;c)‘-$Ri < c - (;,)l-$,& < 0 

at all points in M. Now, since infMR is assumed to exist, we can choose a constant 

c > 0 large enough to ensure 

R > c{c - (;c)l-$,t} 3 c{R - (+c)r-$Ri} 

at all points in M. We then have 

taking c 2 1 if necessary. 

From (4.3) we obtain 

R > L 2 c~--l 0 ‘c” 6 
(R - k)“, 

and combining this with (4.1), we establish 

A(R-R)> ~~“,‘:,‘(R-R)R 

> 2(n + 1) 1 2 a-1 
’ ,(,-1)ca T 0 

(R - &)I+? 

As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, (R;j - R;j) is positive semi-definite, and since infM R 

exists, it follows that R;j is bounded from below. Now [4, Corollary of Theorem 81 is 

applicable, and we deduce that lla;jk112 = R - k = 0 at all points in M, and hence 

v=ve. 0 
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Example. We consider (R2,ds2,V), where ds 2 = dx2 + dy2 is the standard metric 

on IIR’, in the natural coordinates (x1,x2) = (z, y). Note that fi!j = ikdx A dy. If we 

assume Tr V G 0, then (Y can be expressed as 

where A, B E Coo(Iw2). Note that the condition 

is equivalent to requiring that the function f = A + &iB is holomorphic on R2. 

Moreover, since flu E 0, we have 

from which we obtain 

k = -4{(E)" t (g)2} = -4{(g)" t (g)‘}. 
The above example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 no longer holds if we 

drop the condition k > 0. It also shows that in Theorem 4.2 the condition R 2 c > 0 

is essential and the condition that infMR exists is also essential; to see this take, for 
example, f = (x + &iy)2. 

If we set f = x + &iy, then 

and we compute R = -4. Observe now that the whole situation descends to a-torus 

T? via a covering projection IR2 + T2. This shows that the condition sM k(R - k) 2 0 

in Theorem 3.4 is essential. However, we do not know whether the condition R > 0 in 
Theorem 3.5 is essential or not. 

5. Special conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds 

Let (M,g,V) be a conjugate symmetric statistical manifold so that oijk,[ are sym- 

metric in all pairs of indices (since Da = 0 identically on M). A statistical manifold 

(M, g, 0) is said to be special whenever we can write 

for some T/J E nl(M), where Sym($@g) means the usual symmetrization of $J @ g. 
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We now compute the following quantities: 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

64 

(5.5) 

Rij - f&j = -${nl)$k)12gij •I (n- 2)$‘i$‘j}, 

R - k = -$(n - l)(n + 2)l[$il12. 

We next prove the following proposition: 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

Proposition 5.1. Suppose a = Sym($@g). Then Da = 0 if and only if V,$ = ifg 

for some f E C”(M). 

Proof. First we assume Vo$ = $fg for some f E C”(M), that is to say $i,j = ifgij 

for f E C”(M). C ovariantly differentiating (5.1) and substituting the last expression, 

we obtain 

aijk,l = $($i,lgjk + $j,lgki f $k,lgij) 

f 
= K(gilgjk + gjlgki + gklgij), 

and we clearly have 

%jk,l = %jl,k. 

Next we assume aijk,l = aij[,k. Then from (5.2) we observe that 

0 = g”j(%jk,r - %jl,k) = ak,l - Ql,k 

= +bk,l - ‘h,k), 

which implies that the l-form $J is closed. We now compute 

=- I{ ‘$‘);,I - i(gjk$j,k)gil} 7 ($‘;,I = $‘l,i fdows from (5.8)) 

and observe that our claim follows by taking f = (Z/n)g’j+,;,j E C”(M). 0 

(5.8) 
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Remark. We have seen that if (Y = Sym($@g), then Da = 0 is equivalent to requiring 

that $J satisfies the equation 

f 
Vo$ = 29 for some f E C”(M). (5.9) 

Note that the metric tensor g canonically identifies al(M) with X(M) as T,!J H X$ E 

x(M), X H T,# E O1(M), where + E n’(M), X E X(M), and if Lx denotes the Lie 
derivative with respect to X, $J satisfies (5.9) if and only if d$ = 0 and Cx+g = fg for 
some f ECOO. Thus there is a bijective correspondence between the set of solutions to 
(5.9) and the set of conformal Killing fields X such that d$x = 0. 

The following theorem in [5] suggests that the existence of a non-isometric conformal 

Killing field is a fairly strong condition on (M,g). 

Theorem 5.2. Let (M, g) be a connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold for 

which Co(M) # IO(M) where Co(M) d enotes the largest connected group of conformal 

transformations of (M, g) and Z”(M) denotes the largest connected group of isometries 

of (M,g). Then: 

(1) If M is compact, there is no harmonic p-form of constant length for 1 < p < n 

( Goldberg and Kobayashi). 

(2) If (M,g) is compact and homogeneous, then (M,g) is isometric to a sphere 

provided n > 3 (Goldberg and h’obuyashi). 

(3) If (M,g) is a complete Riemunniun manifold of dimension n 2 3 with parallel 

Ricci tensor, then M is isometric to a sphere (Naguno). 

(4) (M,g) cannot be a compact Riemannian manifold with constant non-positive 

scalar curvature ( Yano and Lichnerowicz). 

Example. Let us give an example of (M,g) admitting non-trivial solutions to the 

equation (5.9). C onsider n-sphere S” with its standard metric, and define o(z) = 
(~,a) E (F’(P), where z E Sn c IRnfl, a is a vector in IWn+l, and (. ,.) denotes the 
Euclidean inner product on Iw n+1. Then, as shown in [5], g satisfies 

V,da = -Log, 
r2 

and also Obata’s equation 

AU = -so. 

Now +_!I = da clearly satisfies (5.9). 

A statistical manifold (M,g, 0) is said to be V-complete whenever V is geodesically 
complete. The following example shows that (M,g, 0) may not be V-complete even if 
(M, g) is complete Riemannian. 

Example. Consider (Iw2, ds2, V), where ds2 = dx2 + dy2 and V is determined by the 
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tensor 

(Incidentally, we have TrV = 0 and k = -2.) W e observe that the equations of 

geodesics y(t)= (z(t), y(t)) of V are given by 

2 + 254J = 0, 

5 + (j.)2 - (?j)2 = 0, 

where “ ’ ” indicates differentiation with respect to the parameter t. We now verify 

that the pair 

z(t) = const, 

y(t) = y(t0) - In{1 - i(t0)(t - to)} 

determines a geodesic which cannot be extended to all of R. Furthermore, since the 
whole situation descends to 2-torus T2 via a covering projection R2 -+ T2, it follows 

that (M,g,V) may not be V-complete even if (M,g) is compact Riemannian. 

6. Special statistical manifolds and V-completeness 

Let (M,g,V) be a statistical manifold and let y(t) be a C” curve in M. We call 
y(t) a V-geodesic whenever y(t) is a geodesic of V. Observe that the metric g turns the 
difference tensor (Y E S1l(EndTM) into a tri-linear map, which shall also be denoted 
by (Y, in a natural manner. We now prove the following proposition relating the time- 
derivative d/dt ll+(t)l12 to the tri-linear map o: 

Proposition 6.1. Let y(t) be a V-geodesic on a statistical manifold (M,g,V). Then 

we have 

Proof. Using the notations in Section 2 we have 

rijrc = rijk + “ijrc 

(6.1) 

.  

in local coordinates. Since y(t) is a V-geodesic, it by definition satisfies the equations 

7% + p jkjj7k 

which are equivalent to 

yi + rijkjjyk 

in view of (6.1). 

= 0, 

the equations 

= _oi jk+,jqk (6.2) 
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We now compute 
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a9ij . , . i . j 
= 2-y y y + g;jyijj + g;jjiyj 

We next prove a lemma concerning the magnitude of llj(t)ll, where y(t) is a V- 

geodesic on a statistical manifold (M,g,V). 

Lemma 6.2. Let y(t) b e a V-geodesic on a statistical manifold (M,g,V), and let to 

be a point in the domain of y(t). Suppose cr = Sym(da 8 g) for some u E C”(M). 

Then we have 

Proof. Proposition 6.1 implies 

d 
= -~~~~Mwll~l121 

and now the conclusion of Lemma 6.2 follows. Cl 

We now establish the following theorem about V-completeness of a statistical man- 

ifold: 

Theorem 6.3. Let (M,g,V) b e a statistical manifold such that (M,g) is complete 

Riemannian, CY = Sym(da 8 g) for some u E C”(M), and L = infu u exists. Then 
(M,g, V) is V-complete. 

Proof. It suffices to show that every V-geodesic y : [a, b) + M can be extended past 
t = b. Suppose y(t) is defined at t = to. Then by Lemma 6.2 we obtain 

Ily(t)ll = Il~(to)lle-{o(Y(t))-“(Y(tO))} 

< Jl~(to)lle{a(Y(tO))-L). 
(6.3) 

Setting C(r, to) = Il~(to)()e{~(r(to))-‘} > 0, (6.3) can simply be written 

IWII G Chto)* (6.4) 
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Choose a convergent sequence 1, 1 b. Then we have from (6.4) 

where d(. .) metric determined by g in the usual manner. We note that (6.5) 
implies that { y ( tn)} is a Cauchy sequence with respect to d(. ). d(. , .) assumed 

to complete, we r(tn) ---) E M. 

Fact (see for example [5]). Let V b e an affine connection on (M,g). Then, for every 

point p E M, there is an open neighborhood W and a positive number c > 0 such that 
(1) For any two points Q, Q’ E W, there exists a unique vector v E Mg (the fibre of 

TM through q) such that ]]v]] < E and expp v = q’, where exp denotes the exponential 
map of V. 

(2) For each q E IV, the map exp, maps the open c-ball in Mq diffeomorphically onto 
an open set U, 3 W. 

For the limit p of the sequence {y&)}, we choose an open neighborhood W and a 
positive number c > 0 so that the conclusions (1) and (2) in Fact above hold. Note that 

we may choose sufficiently large numbers n, m so that the following conditions hold at 

the same time: t, < t,; y(tn),r(tm) E W; 

l&n - tnlC(% to) < 6. (6.6) 
We now fix the numbers n, m chosen above and define y(s) = y(t(s)), where t(s) = 

(t, - t,)s + tn. Ob serve that the inverse of t(s) equals 

so that 

Y(O) = r&J and Y(1) = r(L), (6.7) 
and also observe that $(O) = (t, - tn)$ftn). The last expression together with (6.6) 

establishes 

IIS(O)ll = ILL - tnlll;l(tn)ll < IL - tX(%to) < E. (6.8) 

According to (1) in Fact there exists a unique vector v E MT(,) such that ]]v]] < E 
and expq(o)v = ;Y(l). By the definition of exponential map, together with (6.7), we 
obtain 

%4 = exP-?.(0) sv (6.9) 
for a’ < s < b’ where a’ = s(a), b’ = s(b). Setting s; = s(ti) we clearly have s; t b’. 
We thus only need to show that y( ) s can be extended past s = b’. By our construction 
we have y(s;) = r(t;) and thus have ;Y(s;) + p. Let &(7(O)) c M+(,) be the c-ball at 
y(O) such that expq(o) &(7(O)) > W 3 p. Then there exists a unique [ E &(7(O)) such 
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that expTCo) t = p, and for each i there exists a unique & E &(7(O)) such that 

v?(0) 5; = 34. Now, since expT(o) : &(7(O)) + $0) 3 w is a diffeomorphism and 
y(s;) + p, we must have & + [, and this means that from (6.9) that & = s;v for all i. 
We then deduce that [ = b’v and T(s) = expTto) sv clearly extends past s = b’. Cl 

The following corollary is a trivial consequence of Theorem 6.3: 

Corollary 6.4. Let (M,g,V) b e a special statistical manifold with cr = Sym($@ g). 
Suppose d$ = 0 and the universal cover i6l is compact. Then (M,g, 0) is V-complete. 

We next exhibit some examples of special conjugate symmetric statistical manifolds. 

Example 1. A4 = R2 with g;j = 6;j. Since all solutions to Ve$ = i(Tr Vu$)g are 
exact, we only need to solve a,;j - iAc8;j = 0. The last equations in this case are just 

O,ll - 0,22 = 0, 

0,12 = 0, 

(6.10) 

where (x1, x2)= (2, Y) are the standard coordinates on R2. The general solutions to 
(6.10) are of the form 

0(x, y)= a(z2 + y2)+h + cy+ 4 

where a, b, c, d are real constants. Note that g,r = 2az + b, u,2 = 2ay + c, and hence 
(~111 = 2az t b, ~112 = ~121 = ~ZII = $(2ay t c), ~122 = a212 = o221 = g(2az + b), 
~222 = 2ay + c. We compute 

Tr (Y = 2{(2az + b)dz + (2ay + c)dy}, 

lla;lj2 = ?.((2aa: tb)2 +(kyi-~)~}, 

llaijk)12 = ${(2ast b)2t(2aytc)2}, 

& = i((2aa: •t b)2 + (2ay + c)~}. 

We remark that if a > 0, then (M,g,V) is V-complete. 

Example 2. M = H2 with PoincarC metric 

We must solve o,;j - $Ao6;j = 0 or 

D,ll - 0,22 = 0, u,12 = 0, 

which can also be written as 

(6.11) 
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The general solutions to (6.11) are given by 

45 Y> = 
ux + b 
- tc, 

Y 

where a, b,c are real constants. Observing o,l = u/y, u,~ = -(ax + b)/y2, 

~111 = u/y3, ~112 = ~121 = a211 = -$(a~ b)/y”, a122 = a212 = ~1221 

a222 = -(ax t b)/y4. We compute 

Tra= 4”dx_ 4(uz+b) 
3Y 3Y2 

dY7 

p42 = ;a2(x2t Y2;;2abz+ b2, 

4 u2(z2 + y2) + 2ubx + b2 
Ibijkl12 = - 3 Y2 

7 

BE, 4 u2(x2 + y2) + 2ubx + b2 _ 2 

Y2 

Note that if a = 0, b > 0, then (M,g,V) is V-complete. 

we obtain 
= ;u/ys, 

Example 3. M = S2 with g the canonical metric on S2. We use local coordinates 
(x, y) such that the metric takes the form 

4(dx2 + dy2) 

g = (1 + x2 + y2)2 * 

We must solve U,;j - iAas;j = 0 or 

Q,ll - 0,22 = 0, 0,12 = 0, 

which are equivalent to 

d2a d2u + 4 do da --- 
8x2 dy2 1 t x2 t y2 ( 

“z-Yay =O, > 

a2U 

axdy -I- 
2Y d”+ 

1+ x2 + y2 ax 
2x au o 

1+22+y2%= - 

If we use a complex coordinate z = x + fly, (6.12) takes a simple form 

St--- . 
22 au =o 

1 + lzl2 az 

Set H = (1 + 1~1~)~ du/dz. Then we compute 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 
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and we see that D satisfies (6.13) if and only if dH/az = 0 or H is anti-holomorphic. 
Thus we must solve 

(6.14) 

where H is an arbitrary anti-holomorphic function. We next set (T = F/(1 + 1~1”) and 
compute 

(6.15) 

Comparing (6.14) with (6.15) we deduce that D satisfies (6.14) if and only if F 

satisfies 

H = g(l + 1~1~) - Fz 

or 
dH 

O=dz=z az 
’ { g(l+ 1~1”) - Fz} = (1+ Iz12)$, 

and if and only if F satisfies 

dZF=O - . 
az2 

Now, since 

(6.16) 

a2F 1 d2F d2F __ _ 

I( 
--- 

az2 4 8x2 dy2 > 
-,,$j 

5 

and F is real, F satisfies (6.16) f i and only if F = u(x2 + y2) + bz t cy + d, where 
a, 21, c, d are real constants. 

Thus the general solutions to (6.12) are of the form 

(T= u(x2 t y2)tbecytd 
1+22+y2 - 

(6.17) 

Let (x1,x2,x3) be the standard coordinates of lR 3. Then the so-called stereographic 
chart is defined by 

xl = 4u 52 = 4V 

4 + u2 + o2 ’ 4 + u2 + ?Y2 ’ 
$3 = 2(u2 -I- ?J”) 

4 + u2 + ?I2 ’ 

and our coordinates (2, y) are related to (u, V) by z = $u, y = iv. We now recall from 
Example after Theorem 5.2 that functions 0 = zi = (z,e;), with (er,ez,es) the natural 
basis of R3, considered as functions on S2 c R3 are all solutions to g,;j - iAog;j = 0; 
in fact, 

51 = 2x 2Y 
1 + x2 + y2 ’ 

52 = 
1+ X2 + y2’ 

X3 = 2(X2 + Y2) 
1+ x2 t y2 
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are just special cases of (6.17). 
It is interesting to note the following well-known fact about conformal Killing fields 

on S”: all conformal Killing fields on the standard n-sphere (P,g) are obtained by 
first restricting the Killing fields on R n+1 to S” and next projecting them onto TS”. 
Four independent solutions in (6.17) indeed correspond to the translations along the 
coordinate axes of R3. 

Needless to say, (P,g,V) with u = (~,a), a E IRn+l, will be a V-complete special 
conjugate symmetric statistical manifold. 

Finally we compute the following quantities for (S2,g,V) with o given by (6.17): 

~ 1 = b(y2 - z”) - 2czy t 2(u - d)z t b 
I 

(1 t X2 t y2)2 
? 

u,2 = b( 
x2 - y2) - 2csy t 2(” - d)y t b 

(1 t x2 t y2)2 
9 

all1 = OJ [I + xkt y2)2’ 

u,2 4 
a112 = Q121 = a211 = - 

3 (1 +x2 t y2)2’ 

u,l 4 
or22 = Q212 = a221 = - 

3 (1 +x2 t y2)2’ 

4 
o222 = of2 (1 + x2 + y2)2 ’ 

Trcr = #o,rdx -I- $a,&~, 

lla;l12 = $(g?r t $2>(1 t x2 t Y2)2, 

IIa;jlel12 = ~(~~~tu~)(1t~2t Y212, 

k = -Q(u~1 -I- u$)(l t x2 t y2)2. 
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